Honourable Vic Toews
Minister of Public Safety
House of Commons
Ottawa, Canada K1A 0A6
Dear Honourable Vic Toews:
Pro-ACTION shareholders of CMKM Diamonds, Inc., (CMKM) have
established the CMKX Shareholders Coalition for Justice
(COALITION) for the purpose of uncovering the truth pertaining to
CMKM, coercing the perpetrators to compensate CMKM
shareholders for the harm that has been perpetrated against them,
making certain that said perpetrators are held accountable for their
malfeasance, and exposing the US government/US financial
markets in general as being inept and corrupt.
The COALITION respectfully requests that the appropriate
governmental/investigative agencies conduct an in-depth public
investigation/inquiry into the infra categories pertaining to CMKM in
particular and the US government/US financial markets in general:
1. CMKX distribution funds and Economic Receipt.
CMKX distribution funds, 3.87 trillion dollars, are allegedly
earmarked for CMKM shareholders and will be released upon
confirmation of Economic Receipt.
Economic Receipt occurs when all trustees have access to all of the
funds, 42 trillion dollars, for which they are responsible.
See Hodges and Associates INTERIM UPDATE (4-27-2010),
Hodges-Obama Letter (05-14-2010), Hodges-Obama Letter (05-192010), Hodges-Obama Letter (05-20-2010), and Hodges-Obama
Letter (05-27-2010) on the COALITION's website.
http://cmkx.info/
Jerry K., CMKM shareholder, faxes the following letter to Lindell H.
(Bill) Bonney, Sr., the alleged Paymaster for the CMKX distribution
funds of 3.87 trillion dollars:
"Mr. Bonney,
"I represent a group of shareholders of CMKM Diamonds, Inc.. I am
contacting you today as to your involvement as indicated by Attorney
A. Clifton Hodges that you are acting as a "Paymaster" in regards to

getting the release of funds for CMKM Diamonds. Inc. shareholders.
The shareholders are under the assumption, per Mr. Hodges, that
you are overseeing funds that supposedly are deposited in a Bank of
America in Virginia, or that they are under the watch of the Federal
Reserve.
"I have tracked down this fax number for you. I also have a phone
number. I will not release them publicly with the understanding that
you contact me back at the contact information below and supply me
with the answers that the shareholders require. I will warn you that
should I not hear from you, your information will be made public to
the shareholders and I can guarantee that you will not have a
peaceful moment for years.
"I am also meeting with my attorney to prepare to file a federal court
motion to enable me to subpoena you and Mr. Hodges for any type
of documentation and information you have regarding funds for the
CMKM Diamonds Inc. shareholders.
"I just want you and any other interested parties to know the resolve
of our shareholder base, and that we will stop at nothing till we have
the truth exposed."
Lindell H. (Bill) Bonney, Sr., the alleged Paymaster for the CMKX
distribution funds of 3.87 trillion dollars, emails the following
response letter to Jerry K., CMKM shareholder:
"I have never been the paymaster for CMKX. Your threatening FAX
is very inappropriate and I take threats very seriously. I advice you
not to propegate any reference to my name being involved with
CMKX. I am not and have never been involved with CMKX. I was
asked resently to potentially help resolve the CMKX issue but
considering the intellect of the individuals like you, I will not help.
Consider this a Cease and Desist order from any further contact with
me or propegation of my name or personal information.
"I have your contact information and will take additional means if
necessary to make sure you understand this point. Stop
immediately!!!
"Mr. Bonney"
Lindell H. (Bill) Bonney, Sr.
7453 Nethersole Dr.
Cleveland, Ohio 44130
Fax 440-239-8589
Phone 440-238-0139

Jerry K., CMKM shareholder, faxes the following letter to Michael
Cottrell:
Michael Cottrell
Pennsylvania Investments, Inc.
1157 West 7th Street
Erie, PA 16502
Mr. Cottrell,
I am writing you today as a person who has been on the CMKM
Diamonds, Inc. merry-go-round for the last 7+ years. Your name has
been brought up often in the recent discussions, especially in the
actions of attorney A. Clifton Hodges. I have some questions that I
would like for you to shed some light on. I know that you have stated
to some callers as I understand that you really have no concern in
helping us, which I hope is wrong, but if you don't, I hope that if you
can answer my questions to the best of your ability and with great
transparency, that the need for CMKM DIamonds, Inc. shareholders
to make any more inquires of you will cease. I also want to mention
that whatever communication is returned to me will be made public
as is my practice with fellow shareholders in an effort for total
honesty.
This morning, July 6, 2010, you mentioned to a shareholder that
court documents exist between Robert Maheu and the US
Government regarding a settlement for the shareholders. I would
appreciate knowing how you came upon this information, meaning
who told you this, and if you have any idea where these documents
may be located. I also understand that you are also a client of Mr.
Hodges and have been mentioned in several press releases as
being joined with CMKM Diamonds, Inc. shareholders for release of
funds related to the World Global Settlement Funds. Did you
approach Mr. Hodges first about the Settlement and then we, as
shareholders, were brought in for leverage, or are the matters
disconnected.
I would also appreciate any clarif ication about the role of Lindell
Bonney, who has been mentioned by Mr. Hodges as Paymaster for
the release of funds in this matter. I have had recent communication
from Mr. Bonney where he denies being Paymaster for the
shareholders, yet Mr. Hodges mentioned it often. As you can see,
someone is not being forthright.
My main concern is proof of existence of funds for the shareholders.
I am not really concerned about the politics behind it. If you can shed
any further assistance on this matter, please do so. I will say that the

shareholders are considering further legal action in this matter and
may have to bring to court anyone who may have been involved in
this situation, so however you can help will be appreciated. Please
forward your response to my contact info below. I thank you for your
time in advance.
2. Bivens Action, Civil Action No. 1000031, David Anderson, Lt. Col.,
et al, vs. Christopher Cox, and et al, Complaint for Declatory
Judgment and for Damages for Violation of Civil Rights, January 4th,
2010, United States District Court, Central District of California, filed
by A. Clifton Hodges, Esq., Hodges and Associates.
The SEC, the US Department of Justice, and Robert A. Maheu
combine to trap a number of widely disbursed entities and persons
who were believed to be engaged in naked short selling and cellar
boxing CMKM's stock.
See Hodges and Associates Lawsuit, Bivens Action (01-08-10) on
the COALITION's website.
http://cmkx.info/
Quotes of Allan Treffry, one of the plaintiffs in the Bivens Action:
"Remember, this is an intel operation. AH is acting more as an Intel
player than an attorney. I do not get all the answers; and even the
ones I do get are often not straight answers."
"I do believe Maheu was both a genius, he had the powers
necessary behind him to pull it off and he wanted to hurt them.
Considering just the known share structure, $3.8T is not
inconceivable."
"I believe the lawsuit is not the driving force for us to be paid. The
forces behind the scenes are those that are the real powers driving
this event."
"But just for the record, I am confident that in spite of the fact Al will
not show the plaintiffs the evidence, he definitely has whatever he
needs to priove his case."
"And since we know that the brokers will not willingly turn over
hundreds of millions of dollars, thus the "unshareholders" list comes
into play and another lawsuit."
"There are still financial gains to be had here for the bad guys."
"Discourage people away.. they disappear and do not push to get

paid... the brokers keep their money."
"Back in '06, there was a hearing attended by Stocklien that had the
entire floor of the courthouse closed off and FBI agents stopping
anyone from entering."
They claimed it was a murder case, but I doubt it."
Quote of Robert Hollenegg, one of the plaintiffs in the Bivens Action:
"The 90 Day extension will not affect the release of the funds. My
understanding, the release of the funds are still on hold until
President Obama approves the release. This could happen any day."
3. The US Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC).
The SEC not only fails to perform its mandated duties which are to
oversee the securities markets, enforce the federal securities laws,
and protect investors as evidenced by CMKM, the Madoff Ponzi
scheme, and numerous other examples, it has actually become a
perpetrator against the very investors whom by law it is mandated to
protect.
See CMKX Shareholders Coalition for Justice vs. SEC (2/21/10)
PDF File, BRIEF HISTORY OF SEC CORRUPTION, COALITION
EVIDENCE AGAINST THE SEC (11-06-09), and Ex Parte Letter to
Judge (10-26-09) on the COALITION's website.
http://cmkx.info/
4. The current CMKM management.
The current CMKM management appears to be guilty of
IMPOTENCE and BREACHES as evidenced by its feeble/inept
actions, inactions/negligence, self-serving agenda, and possible
malfeasance/unjust enrichment.
See Letter to the current CMKM management (11-20-09),
REQUIREMENT LETTER (04-23-10), INTERIM COMPLAINT (0511-10), COALITION EVIDENCE AGAINST CURRENT CMKM
MANAGEMENT (05-24-10), COALITION EVIDENCE AGAINST
CMKM MANAGEMENT-ADDENDUM (06-24-10), and COALITION's
Response to Kevin West's June 25th, 2010, Letter on the
COALITION's website.
http://cmkx.info/
List of people, by no means inclusive, who the appropriate

governmental/investigative agencies should depose:
Barack Obama, Mary L. Shapiro, Christopher Cox, Cynthia A.
Glassman, Paul S. Atkins, Roel C. Campos, Annette L. Nazareth,
Troy A. Paredes, Luis A. Aguilar, Elisse B. Walter, Kathleen L. Casey,
Leon Panetta, Patrick Byrne, David Patch, Rod Young, Bud Burrell,
Jim DeCosta, Susanne Trimbath, Harry Markopolos, Gary Aguirre,
Matt Taibbi, Lindell H. (Bill) Bonney, Sr., Michael Cottrell, Urban
Casavant, Emerson Koch, John Edwards, Donald Stoecklein, D.
Roger Glenn, Kevin West, Bill Frizzell, Mark Faulk.
The COALITION is confident that when the appropriate
governmental/investigative agencies conduct an in-depth public
investigation/inquiry into the supra categories, they will uncover the
truth and CMKM shareholders will be justly compensated.

